This article is about seeing/creating/trying out an idea of pedagogy and pedagogical/ educational research in/as/with self-reflexive, circular and diffractive perspectives and about using second order cybernetics as thinking tool. It is a move away from traditional hypothesis driven activities and a move towards data driven pedagogies and research: Teachers, teacher researchers and researchers simultaneously producing and theorizing our practices and ourselves. Deleuzian becomings-eventually becomings with data -theory -theodata is pivotal. It is a move towards a Derridean bricolage. A different science of pedagogy operating as a circular science of self-reflexivity and diffraction in search of quality again and again and again: Theopractical becomings and inspiractionresearch.
4 from four different projects in four different municipalities the last five years (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) , all with a focus on assessment and assessment literacy.
I thus suggest three issues we can problematize /questions we can ask ourselves together again and again in our circular, diffracted, self-reflexive and subjective endeavors: -Speaking of knowledge through complexity, or perhaps; how to improve something or someone when/if something or someone cannot be systematized? Think for example about all the students we all have met who does not seem to "fit in"… … … -Further, and with regard to histories of instrumentalist and reductionist forces in our systems; are the forces that make us abandon one type of theories, pedagogies and /or official policies as the main principle for building our pedagogical practises and research, in any way changed when/before/if we decide to try and/or build on another? Our answers should inform our further practices. -Finally, the question is how to build dynamics into-or inspire both research design and results in action research processes (-critical, participant, utopian, collaborative and/or self-study approaches) securing participants beliefs that they through their practices, have experienced something of value and thereby having the right to speak (write)? Cyberspace/place might be both an inspirational and ethical place to be… inspiractionresearch. Think about it as we go along.
This is important for increasing both rigour and relevance in educational research drawing on both quantitative and qualitative research approaches and more; participants being "empowered" both to choose between and judge the value of different types of research and its relevance to own practice. More or (here) new forms of science, includes exorbitant methods and extra-scientific domains, reflexivity and societal responsibilities, wild sides of societal self-organization and strange mechanisms due to critical complexity thresholds. Processes of looking for more than one answer; processes of looking for more. Hopefully I therefore succeed in discussing different possible takes on critical refunctioned self-reflexive action research approaches wherein "critical reflexivity" is operationalized "so that self-consciousness is not merely deployed as a critique of texts and stances after the fact, but is instead a part of the design and performance of action research (anthropological in the original) work from the beginning (Westbrook, 2008 in Denzin & Lincoln, 2011 . Second order pedagogy and research through second order cybernetics as thinking tool might be a place to start.
And to both theorize and explain a bit: This is ultimately about the dissimulation of the focus; the dissimulation of the cause effect relationship and working with unstable variables. Eventually, it is about designing me -and/through exploring "diffractive methodological strategies" (Barad, 1995 (Barad, , 2007 Haraway, 1997 in Hultman & Lenz Taguchi, 2010 and a Deleuzian becoming with data -theory -and thus possible -or all sorts of performative me -ish -or rather "self-ish" research designs (Glanville, 2010) . Discussing or rather increasing the amount of attention paid to the observer/ researcher in general lifting the subject position in both reform and research (Reinertsen, 2012 (Deleuze & Guattari, 1983, p.47-58) . Yup, and thinking more… uncontrollable rather I am just "I". It is an honest place/space to be/become.
"Agenda"
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This article is thus both a preparation for-, and supporting working with new strategies in a postmodern and poststructural hybrid and multimodal pedagogical text universe. Obviously it is part of the discussion of the theory practice relationship but as in a theorypractice cloud of multiple, open, recombinative, wild, fragmented, non linear, non-trivial, eclectic, generative and simultaneous possibilities always. Decolonized and de -authorized knowledge production processes; theory and practice mutually challenging each other. It is a learning to live in tensions between and "betweenness" (Glanville, 2011) : Complicated, complex and self-reflexive.
Second order pedagogy, second order pedagogical science and research is thus deeply embedded in a phase of transition within science, where cognitive distances are shrinking, and the cognitive, organizational and technological possibility and potential for inter-and transdisciplinary cooperation and learning is dramatically increasing. It is embedded in a phase of huge and rapid transitions within our societies, where inclusion, innovation and security are essential. -"progressing yet again", as we are "-to a society of creators and empathizers, pattern recognizers, and meaning makers" (Pink in Denzin & Lincoln, 2011, p.715) .
This is paradoxically a turning of pedagogy more to a scientific project and less ideological: A turning of both provisions and results, but as in preliminary always, into conditions for development and change. No research aiming at tracing mistakes or weaknesses nor any best practices, but through decolonized and nonauthoritarian critical, diffractive, self-reflexive thus inspiractionresearch approaches hopefully creating changes in own thinking about the use of-and the possibilities research might give. This is in my view, ultimately about turning schools into interesting workplaces for teachers and teachers to come: Workplaces in which pedagogy and pedagogical research is continuously discussed and challenged; teachers and students experimenting more, teachers and students daring more. Empowering teachers and schools and reducing skepticism towards research and science in/for reform and/or innovation. Own experiences and discussions with colleagues a really good place to start. Perhaps a way of thinking about this is as thinking with theory or a recycling of memories in/and learning. Further; discussions in teacher -teams about evaluation, assessment and quality: Teachers' and researchers', practitioners' and theoreticians' own translation and learning processes; very theoretical and very practical.
Looking at binary; words and play As we go along you will probably detect severe tensions between words: Look for the dependent/independent relationship. Look for the user/producer, inclusion/exclusion, freedom/control and the individual/collective relationships. These come in addition to the theory/practice, theory/data and subject/object relations that you already have started to live. This is part of the game, part of the play, part of critical self-reflexive and diffractive inspiraction research approaches; the living in and with "cybernetic dynamic living research designs" (Müller, 2011) as we shall see. Through the focus on evaluation and assessment this can also be seen as being part of so called "transformative evaluation" (Dahler -Larsen, 2010, p.180) . In this approach one works with and through mainly qualitative methodologies to strengthen a democratic conversation. However and hopefully obvious by now, I think working with quantitative methodologies to achieve the same is just as important. -Qualquantmixtative evaluation and assessment perhaps.
Taking account of the interaction between theories, self-reflexivity subsequently subjectivity, history of pedagogical ideas and effects or pedagogy in society could be called "second order science". Expanding the genres of what counts as knowledge, both in terms of how it is acquired and how it is to be judged as valid or rather viable. Developing theories that encompasses also previous theories and describes their effects on a pedagogy could be called "second order pedagogy". I try.
Next I will write and speak more in/with/through the Norwegian situation and after that more in/with -and this time also about, second order pedagogies through second order cybernetics. Last I 6 will write/say something about having fun or joy-and theory development. I write/speak in a messy -some might say unfocussed way. There are "lines of flights" all over (Deleuze & Guattari, 1983, p. 10) . Art. Poems. I create new words. I break rules of grammar, punctuation … you name it. It is deliberate. In a meta-perhaps meta-meta perspective I think this is what this kind of research requires from me -us. Writing with open, second order scientific exploration through a stringent dramaturgy will in my view not serve our good intentions. New realities might be created through linguistic "mistakes". I am a bit worried about moorings. Together with my better half I have sailed along and across the Norwegian coastline every summer for years. Every night we must throw anchor and/or find a good, safe and nice harbour. I know the feeling of relief in the evening and that of leaving in the morning and planning to come back next year. … -and all the other good, safe and nice harbours we therefore probably never will find. And dangers too… And I write/speak only of myself leaving authority all to you. Mourning pedagogy and research I do.
Background and assumptions underlying pedagogy -a Norwegian example 2
In Norway before the 1970s and -80s pedagogy was considered to be a theoretical and practical field in close relation to psychology and biology. Piaget's classical cognition theories were studied and used by theoreticians, universities, colleges and teacher trainers. Equilibrium theory related to learning was thus considered valid, assuming in a very brief way, that if a person (read here pupil/student/teacher) experienced disequilibrium due to not understanding something, the same person would through accommodating and assimilating new information actively restore or regain equilibrium, but now at a higher level. This in short was conceived of as learning and eventually knowledge production. Different maturity and/or ability stages were described. Behavioural studies were also conducted inspired and modelled by experimental psychologist B.F. Skinner focusing on reinforcement and operant conditioning. Self-regulation skills and problem solving capacities were considered universal elements in learning processes. Quantitative realist research approaches dominated, intended for both predication and control. Validity of -and reliability in the research processes itself were main control-or quality measurement approaches.
Gradually however, and through the 1980, 1990's and forward, pedagogy grew into becoming more of both a social-and to some extent ecological science. In addition to psychology and biology, economy, sociology, ethnography, eco-philosophy, broader social and leadership studies and gradually also cultural approaches were considered relevant. Sociocultural learning theories based on Vygotskyan and later also Bakhtinian perspectives increased the focus on the practice field and the importance of language mediation, contextualization, knowledge distribution and sharing of power in learning processes. Learning is now conceptualized as a process of internalizing new information through first outer and later (gradually) inner speech. Relational and situational competences 7 became principles for building practices. Scaffolding activities and proximal learning zones main buzzwords for directing or guiding practitioners (and students).
In this period, qualitative research approaches also "gained terrain" (Solbrekke & Stafseng, 2009 ). Phenomenology, grounded theory, ethnography and case studies of "best practices" for example were believed first of all to be a way of describing, understanding and explaining practice but also a help and motivation for the practice field and hopefully lead to pedagogical improvements and culture change. Conducting research not so much for predication and control therefore, but assuming -or at least hoping, none the less that when these good examples were documented, others (read primarily teachers and schools) could learn from them. "Naturalistic generalization" (Stake & Trumbull, 1982; Geerts, 1973; Conelly & Clandinin, 1990; Lincoln & Guba, 1985 , 1979 Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Stake, 2005) , triangulation and member checking quality measurement approaches. 3 I have been there (Reinertsen, 1996) .
Cognitive and sociocultural approaches to learning are both constructivist realist and conventional science one approaches, emphasising meaning making. Rational thinking and sharing of information as basis for knowledge production thus shared assumptions underlying pedagogy: Learning as a function of (positivist) activity in a broad sense. Teachers and even students are believed to be rational and/or professional users and beneficiaries of research and research results. Today constructivist quantitative and qualitative research approaches exist side by side. There are also examples of mixing the two assuming that this will mutually benefit, support and strengthen both research processes and the results that are produced.
Doubts creeping upon me and mourning
Indiscriminately almost we speak of this today as evidence and /or knowledge based research. Those who perform quantitative research tend to speak more of evidence though; qualitative researchers seem to like better the idea of results being knowledge based. I am not sure however that the differences between the two are felt by the users. Neither am I sure that society does … I am not sure that the differences, similarities, strengths and weaknesses, possibilities and more are spoken of in a productive-as in complex way "empowering" (also in quotation marks remember) users to compare and contrast and encouraging the same users to speak and judge what different learning theories, different pedagogies, different research say and say not, if it is relevant or not, when, how and why. Again this is thinking of/about control -or quality measurements but as in viability through developing evaluation -and/or assessment literacy together with participants/teachers/users themselves (and me), aiming at higher levels of self-reflexivity in day-to-day practices and day-to-day research operations. -More about this below.
Norwegian action research projects have traditionally had a pragmatic approach and are also seen as constructivist processes. The more liberating and critical perspective of Carr & Kemmis (1986) , the critical, experimental and utopian approach of Nielsen & Nielsen (2010) , the empowerment and "criticalist"(s) move to the bricolage of Kincheloe, McLaren & Steinberg (2011) and the self-study approaches of Pinnegar & Hamilton (2009) and Tidwell, Heston and Fitzgerald (2009) are less used and underdeveloped: "Such perspectives are experienced by many as "rigid" and less pragmatic" (Furu, et al, 2007 in Gilje, 2010 . Read on.
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Further; in an organisational systemic perspective and school as a learning organisation, theory and practice development in Norway draw mainly upon developments in organisational psychology, organisational sociology and management theory (Senge, 1990) . Also sociocultural "activity theory" has played a part (Engstrøm, 1999 (Engstrøm, , 2001 (Engstrøm, , 2004 Postholm, 2007; Postholm & Moen, 2009) . Lately development has been strongly influenced by the Reform Education Movement prominent in the 20 th century (Seashore, 2006) and by Public Management theory (Leithwood et al., 1999; Lillejord, 2003) .
There have been several critiques of the rational choice theory of the school, with the researchbased argument that the institutional framework of the school as a social institution outweighs a one-dimensional emphasis upon rational choice and governance (none mentioned none forgotten). -There have been several critiques of the rational choice theory of pedagogy and learning ultimately asking to turn pedagogy into a more humanistic, artistic and practical social science including also live poetic and/or praxis oriented modes of orientation. Praxis referring to a simultaneously practically, theoretically and philosophically infused field (Lather, 1986 (Lather, , 1993 (Lather, , 2004 (Lather, , 2007 St. Pierre, 2011) . I eventually vacillated ashore here somewhere (Reinertsen, 2009 ).
Such critique is first of all due to a shortcoming of conventional constructivist research and rational choice theory of finding ways to handling fragmentation and subjectivity of the pedagogical field preventing therefore, the way I see this, the development of a language for complex and generative, pluralistic and living cross curricular and/or transdisciplinary theopractical research in pedagogy. Also too much weight is put on social aspects and interpersonal relations. Instead of including fragments and new dimensions always, fragmentation has been conceptualized as unscientific perhaps, bad and even dangerous and something one should avoid and work against (Reinertsen, 2009; Terum, 2009 Terum, , 2010 . The same goes for subjectivity and a fear of turning pedagogy into something personal or private only. In turn this might have led us into believing that complexity can be reduced by de facto ignoring both, resulting however in monotheorizing tendencies, possible blind spots -and then I mean blind spots -in our understandings and inequality.
More reasons for my doubts and more mourning
Socioconstructivist learning theories are however embraced by the majority of universities, colleges, researchers and teacher trainers in Norway today. There are thus tendencies of a growing uniformity in the field leading to singularity rather than inclusion and multiplicity (Haug, 2011) . Universities, researchers and teacher trainers more or less speak the same language despite possible differences. Complexity issues and nuances are lost. Numbers and words seem to be/become the same. Research also tells us that pedagogy to a large extent has lost its role as a carrier of culture and its educative functions today (Karlsen & Kvalbein, 2003; Reinertsen, 2009) . Leaving pedagogy -and teachers -therefore unfortunately to some extent invisible and thus opening up "rooms that students in unclear manners fill up themselves" (Munthe & Haug, 2010) .
"I sometimes wonder what teachers do here actually "(Student at River High/ PhD Field notes).
"I have become no more that a cartoon figure. I might as well have home office" (Teacher at River High/PhD Field notes).
Further still, in spite of some mixing of methods, there is a huge gap between different research milieus. The division is still mirroring the old division between quantitative and qualitative research approaches often leading to polarizing, axiomatic, dichotomous, either/or, for and against crippling struggles of/for "terrain" between the two (NPT, 6/2009; Munthe & Haug, 2010; Haug, 2011) . In this way valuable findings and/or knowledge that we mutually could build on is lost. One reform effort is replacing the other with perhaps more negative than positive effects. The first report from; The
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Knowledge Promotion reform in which responsibility for own learning (in Norwegian called AFEL) was one of the pillars, tells us that the reform does not promote equality in achievement (Bakken, 2009) . Issues related to inequality, hidden curricula, exclusion, and social class differences etc. that we thought we had dealt with in the 1970's are still there to be dealt with. And this in a situation in which two of our main buzzwords are dialogue and inclusive pedagogy. Today our focus is on autonomy in/and learning. Are the forces that made us abandon AFEL in any way changed …?
-who did not seem to fit in… They are inflated -the words -and emptied -the words -and need a filling up -the words -by you -and me -the words… Norwegian research and policy has in the last decade, like many of its international counterparts, been motivated by a desire to alleviate disappointing performance in the international PISA tests (Kjaernslie et al., 2007) . Interest in and forces wanting to use quantitative research to predict and control is growing again (Haug, 2010.) . To prevent this from becoming a back and forth pendulum only, I think we -you and I -should work hard not to throw anything (read knowledge) away. We should work hard not to forget anything. Rather what I think we should do together is to work hard to make clear the conditions for any knowledge at any time, and thus why it works or not, if, how and when. Further we should always be prepared to add more fragments, dimensions and possibilities if necessary. That is if a child does not learn how to read and write through what we have done so far. This child and learning… This child and his/her particular abilities, talents, needs, wishes, feelings and dreams…. Learning perceived as both a function of activity and as poststructuralist diffèrance (Derrida, Deleuze, Barthes, de Mann etc) . And again read on or start. Fly. Circle around. Stop.
-the words -by me -and you… I fly: Innovation within neuroscience gives biological explanations concerning how our abilities to learn are influenced by our feelings (Zull, 2002 in Wilkinson & Pickett, 2011 . We learn best in stimulating environments in which we feel confident of success. When we feel happy or confident, the brain exploits liberated dopamine. This strengthens our memory, attention and problem solving capacities. Also we exploit serotonin, which puts us in good humour or higher spirits, and adrenalin, which helps us do our best. When we feel threatened, helpless and stressed, our bodies are flooded by the hormone cortisol, which prevents both thinking and memory. Ultimately this is about inclusion and "Rights pedagogy" (NOU:18, 2009): Inequality in both society and school having a direct and detectable effect on the brain, on our ability to learn and our achievements. -Teachers, students, researchers all. It is one way of seeing things. Think about it. Discuss it. What does pedagogy say? And I fly: I watched TV the other day: A teacher bringing her dog to school to teach Adrian to read. It worked marvels. Adrian said he felt so warm, relaxed and confident when Pixie slept in his lap. It took two weeks. ----and thereby having the right to speak… Go on… -the words -the feelings -by me -by you
And therefore now even a poem perhaps about knowledge creation:
There was biology and psychology There was the social and sociology … and against
There was the quantitative There came the qualitative … and both against each other However; mixing is growing, and then came biology again But differently In the brain And again  The gravity of the situation; stopping and starting point again Resistance against and/or failure to take such critique and/or wishes and need to open up to complexity into serious consideration however has, in my view, resulted in a mutual disrespect and lack of trust and/or confidence in and between the practice -and the theory field; practitioners and theoreticians. -The producers and the users again, in a narrow sense. Teachers are therefore on the one hand often sceptical to the type of knowledge teacher trainers; colleges and universities wish to contribute with towards the practice field. They view their own experience and discussions with colleagues as more important for developing their own practices. Studies also do tell us that neither pedagogical theory nor evidence-and/or research based knowledge is used (Reinertsen, 2009; Haug, 2011) .
When I am asked to give a lecture on a theme for teachers and administrators in schools, I am often met with questions indicating that they do not really believe that I as a researcher and teacher trainer have anything to contribute. Teacher: "Can we trust what you say? You folks have said just the opposite before. Next year another researcher will come and say something else" (Field notes, February 2011). To add to the complexity and maybe irony of this; research also tells us that teacher trainers is a group of employees first and foremost preoccupied with practice, practice preparation and training (Gilje, 2010, p.6) . Me that is .
I think we have to take such scepticism seriously and/or try to untie the knot. I think we have to take a closer look at possible misunderstandings, mechanisms of oppression perhaps in our systems or what we at least might conceive of as lack of communication. Changes definitely occur on the basis of theories, policies, reforms and research, but I am not sure they necessarily are the ones we want or hope for. If the practice field does not get the knowledge it needs, or are rejected true participation in knowledge creating processes, it will be rejected. Referring again also to the issue of invisible pedagogies I think the task is urgent. For students, teachers, researchers, me, all 5 . At this point it is imperative however to avoid any blame traps. I think no normative finger pointing at and appeals of professional development will do. Neither will demands regarding implementation of evidence or research based knowledge. Predication and control won't work. Understanding and explaining practice in a conventional way won't do. Both ways indirectly or directly still maintaining independency between observer/observed, researcher/researched, producer/user, ultimately objectifying and instrumentalizing teachers, students and pedagogy alike. This is thus both stop and starting point for rethinking and/or philosophizing diffractive pedagogies and research methodologies and/in learning and reform: Rethinking how they function, rethinking how they might function, rethinking refunctioned research methodologies and through -science two -cybernetics. But to underline: This is no satirizing of conventional approaches, rather it is an attempt to build upon and extend into a recursive set of conversations and experiments, including their "ability" (Remember!) to guide us into "the mediations of guarded, packed, and traded elusive information" that serve to help us "understand the structure of the circuits as (well as) to challenge or guesstimate the veracity in the information packets" (Fisher, 2009 in Denzin & Lincoln, 2011 Again, the way I see this; what might work is to bring pedagogy and school to the alive and kicking mysteries, paradoxes and riddles in cyberspace: A cybernetic spaceplace -cloud -for everything and everyone and participants through this becoming subjects in their own learning processes: A process from a Foucaultian "subject of will", to becoming "subjects of thought" (Davies, 2010, p. 54-67) . Becoming a "stranger" (!) that is within one's own language. Multilingualism within one's own language and the act of translating oneself into a culture of collaboration strengthening subjective judgment. Bricolage, Bricoleur, Bricolaying… Or twisting and turning it: The issue is to challenge presuppositions that inform the normalizing judgments one might make as a researcher/teacher (Kincheloe, McLaren & Steinberg, 2011, p.172) . Above I suggested three issues/questions we can think through. Read again.
If we continue not to take such critiques and scepticism into consideration, I think others will. I for one must admit that I find much interesting research about school in other fields than pedagogy today. See for example This may seem rather paradoxical, looking at the end result of this working process: precise drawings -twoand three-dimensional -which indicate an intellectual approach and which are of an analytically clear-cut, wellordered, and controlled character (Borgen, 2011) . Complex yet simple I say: Drawings, welding, out in space teachers and schools. Perhaps welding is a metaphor to consider, and a three -dimensional pedagogy?
12 what compensative pedagogical role to play. These are however, by no means new thoughts for or about pedagogy. Cyberspace is a space/place we have been in/with for years and will... There are bodies there.
What is new however is the strong focus on the self in/through/with complexity in research. And, as already indicated; the fact that all participants are having to take part and be part of the same selfreflexive diffractive conduct: teacher and researcher, teacher as researcher, teacher/researcher: Teachers ultimately seen as knowledge workers and as scholar teachers. Creating a new critical culture of school taking the form of a "think tank" that teaches students... and here I cite in full: But if these ideas, thoughts and devices are to be more broadly accepted, adopted and made practical or operational in reform in general and action research connections in particular, I think some modelling method will be "needed".
6 What need to be modelled -but as in machined only, are the changes in point of view regarding reflexivity in general and subjectivity in particular, and the role of government and/in school reform. The most important role being to create conditions for teachers and schools to be wanting and able to trust, govern, control and/or steering themselves within given provisions: Putting theory -data -to work: Or again; teachers and schools learning from trying to simultaneously produce and theorize themselves and their own reform processes. Autonomy… The law being ourselves in our search for a Deleuze and Guattarian (1997) "vibrationcenter" of learning; creating, recreating and cocreating a "thinkingmachine" (Ibid.): Thinking back, thinking thorough thinking further.
Ultimately, this is what I believe second order cybernetics hence second order thinking might help us with. I think it is a way of reducing scepticism and improving (""!?) communication. Not easy, mind boggling perhaps, necessary and fun. It implies the use of pedagogical theories to manage school becoming part of pedagogy both formally and informally. Inspiring constant critical, liberating, uncertain, subjectivist, artistic, human and robust research processes: Comparing and contrasting, mixing and supporting (not). Theories as part of the control system of pedagogy would be a part of second order pedagogy and would be an example of reflexive theory. In the following section on modelling, I draw extensively on Müller (2011) and his work on the roads to a new science of cybernetics. As we go along, we can philosophize over possible inspiractionresearch methodologies. Inspire -to -me -action -I am -I do -research -inspired more always -you too? Inspiractionresearch you and I and again …
Second order cybernetics 7
Second order cybernetics, also known as the cybernetics of cybernetics, proposes that the observer should be included in the domain of observation; -the researcher being included in the domain of research. Derived from the Greek kybernetes, or "steersman", the term "cybernetics" first appeared in Antiquity with Plato, and in the 19 th century with Ampère, who saw it as the science of effective 13 government. The concept was later revived and elaborated by the mathematician Norbert Wiener in his seminal 1948 book, whose title defined it as "Cybernetics, or the study of control and communication in the animal and the machine" (in Heylighen & Joslyn, 2001 ). Today it is a frame of reference for modern computer science and furthermore an overall attempt to forge a transdisciplinary "systems science" and evolving "living research designs" (Müller, 2011) .
There are three main interpretations of cybernetics (Asaro, 2010 . First, in the narrow view, cybernetics refers to feedback systems. This interpretation is common among those who work on artificial intelligence. Second, according to the internal view, cybernetics is associated with a subjectivist epistemology. Those committed to a realist epistemology view this line of research as a serious error. Third, according to a broad view, cybernetics can be thought of as a general theory of information and regulation similar to physics, a general theory of matter and energy. This paper thus takes the second view. Far from rejecting realism, but adding a human touch. Not rejecting the other two, but in this case dealing with them, as we have seen, primarily because of what I conceive of as this build in robust preparation for-and scientific notion of difficulty, uncertainty, incompleteness, circularity and indeterminacy possibilizing a turning of science and research into an open art of practical philosophizing or a human thinking machine or think tank -and assemblages of possibilities and dynamic designs.
Through second order cybernetics/thinking, the potential of self-reflexive forms of practices and research is thus increasing and characterized by an intrinsic turn towards their own domain of investigations or towards the practitioners/researchers themselves. Three main groups or approaches can be identified according to their different forms of self-relations. What they have in common is that they produce a re-entry into their operational domain. A re-entry of -a domain D into the domain D -an observer Ob into her or his observations Ob -an observer Ob and a domain D into the observer's domain Ob(D)
Self-reflexivity thus exhibits several comparative advantages: Self-reflexivity moves both our practices and research processes to more complex levels because the self-reflexive turn is able to incorporate a new and additional element into the processes themselves. Further; by re-turning to previous results and operating with them the output gains a higher level of robustness. Third: Selfreflexivity, if embedded in appropriate designs, is capable to achieve higher degrees of innovation, due to the higher complexity levels and due to an increase in cognitive and social diversity within self-reflexive settings: "Self-reflexive research offers a high potential for more robust results on the one hand and for more complex and innovative scientific outputs on the other hand" (Müller, 2011, p. 78) .
The three groups correspond to "three clusters of self-reflexive designs with a total number of fourteen different research trajectories" (Ibid., p. 79), and I add practices and theopractical again. There are seven different roads to re-entries in the first cluster. These are self-reflexive designs based on re-entries of a variable domain D into a variable domain D and on operations on both the already available and on the re-entered domain D. Thus, the first cluster consists of (1) re-entries of Modernization II-research into the period of Modernization II, (2) of scientific problem solutions in the past into the current domain of societal problems, (3) of mutual expectations of self and others into the domain of mutual expectations of self and others, (4) of concepts into their own conceptual domain, (5) of scientific disciplines into their own scientific discipline, (6) of theories into the domain of theories or (7) of research into the domain of research outputs. The three first roads are compatible with main requirements also for conventional realist science one sciences and approaches. From road four and onwards however we are seriously on the self-reflexive science generation two roads requiring empirically speaking new languages for observation, new forms of theory construction and new forms of research designs. Normatively speaking; requiring new forms of logic as new rules for validation or viability.
In the second cluster there are four roads characterized by the inclusion of observers/ investigator and reflects different aspects of the inclusion of observers/investigators in their domain of observation/investigation. The observer becomes a non-trivial element in the usual scientific operations. And to underline: This implies a shift from objectivity to observer-dependency and from self-reflexivity as an excluded domain to self-reflexivity as an admissible and necessary operation.
The most elementary form of a re-entry of an observer in her or his domain of observation lies in the explicit recognition of the observer-dependency of practically every scientific statement.
In the third cluster there are three roads, which recombine the characteristic elements of the first, and the second cluster and leads to combine re-entries of the observer and her or his research outcomes into both areas of observer and research outcomes. The 14 roads or trajectories are both descriptive of -and directing toward engendering discussions about/in/of the pedagogical field and how we might model second order action research methodologies subsequently second order pedagogies. My "agenda" again is therefore not for neither teachers and schools nor researchers to walk all roads, but to give ourselves something to think with, consider and choose from in turning school into those think tanks that teaches students. These fourteen self-related research designs might thus again best be conceived of as a cloud of different "clockworks" (Ibid., p.111) which are highly context dependent and find their specific rhythms dependent on the number and especially on the interaction patterns of observing systems observing systems.
Further, the fourteen different forms of scientific self-reflexivity can be recombined into new forms as well. In principle, one can identify for each of the fourteen designs groups binary dimension: Selfreflective or non-self-reflective, self-infective and/or non-self-infective…. -self-designing designs and non-self designing designs. Large numbers of new self-reflexive recombination's, most of them still unexplored, can be undertaken, and based on the fourteen dimensions and trajectories described: Working as continuous clockwork clouds continuously. See appendix for more details. And to elaborate a bit: Through self-reflexive clockwork cloud approaches teachers, teacher researchers, researchers and schools can put to work concepts that open up possibilities to understand what might emerge in material-discursive relational fields, where thus both human and non-human forces are equally at play in constituting student's -and own becomings: Human and non-human actors alike becoming "performative mutually intra-active agents" (Barad 2007 , 2008 in Hultman and Lenz Taguchi, 2010 . And again: Data and theory itself have a constitutive force working upon the teacher/researcher as much as the teacher/researcher works upon the data. Our thinking tool might thus prove itself useful.
Outcomes and (re)presentation
The clusters with re-entries into their justification contexts might produce both homogeneous and heterogeneous outcomes. In both empirical and normative approaches we might divide outcomes in two groups (Müller, 2011, p. 88-89) : 1a) Empirical standardized research fields with high degrees of global diffusion and of global repetitions. The data-sources are homogeneous, consisting on sets of empirical test data and the scientific outcomes of scientific outcomes are usually characterized by features like a higher degree of robustness, validity, reliability or generality. 1b) Integration of various heterogeneous scientific outcomes from quantitative and qualitative outcomes is undertaken. 2a) Normative approaches and fields within the Philosophy of Science where philosophers operate on the general structure of actual scientific theories across different fields of science in order to improve them, on explanation schemes for different theory groups across scientific disciplines in order to develop requirements for explanation schemes in specific disciplinary settings, on evaluation criteria for hypotheses and theories across disciplines in order to specify transdisciplinary evaluation criteria etc. 2b) Complex forms of comparisons where scientific outputs are but one part in a much wider output class from traditional ways of world-views, world making or technical advances across different material and socio-cultural settings. This includes for example detection of biases inherent in the scientific method or towards more robust or more general principles of investigation.
Second order science and second order pedagogy demands new and other forms of representation or rather and again "representations" only.
They might be open-ended multimodal and/or different forms of intertextual clockwork clouds representations. Compositions designed for and in moment. Genres created for unique purposes. Modal change is therefore possible ontological change (Kress, 2012) and a sign of a "Science in Action" (Latour, 1987) . One could therefore initiate numerous approaches for writing together digitally or not: Mixing of genres, hybrids, mashups and cyborgs. Autoetnographies (Chang, 2008) , duoethnographies (Norris et al, 2012) , poetry (Faulkner, 2009) (Reinertsen, 2010) and around and around… Thinking back on the Norwegian example I hope we can start speaking/writing together. Datatheory -driven all and self-assessing I hope…. In search for quality again and again and again we are. Let's discuss. (Kincheloe, McLaren & Steinberg 2011, p. 173 ).
As we have seen; a reflexive domain is an arena where every element of the domain can be seen as a process and simultaneously a transformation of that domain. Every actor/participant/ observer/researcher is an actant and such domains are always open to the creation of new elements and new language. Each new element of the language stands for a process in the continuous creation of the domain: Every school, every teacher, every researcher, every team therefore an arena where every element is a process and simultaneously a transformation of that school, that teacher, researcher, that team... Every theory -data -theodata … -an arena and a process of simultaneous possible transformation… The clockwork cloud of self-reflexive research as a tool and basis for discussing possible numerous critical, liberating, refunctioning, utopian self-reflexive inspiraction research approaches. Building on local strengths and wishes and any trajectory seen as a possibility.
By taking a stance that accepts and models self-reflexivity, we can examine the potentialities in these approaches but through clusters of barriers classified above as mysteries, paradoxes and riddles. The three groups of barriers can thus be seen bottom line, both as a strategy towards and a support for designing experimental procedures at all levels, and expanding our resonance rooms as practitioners. The way I see this, a way ultimately of turning science towards society and more fun -or again; perhaps Spinozian (go read it yourself ) inspired joy is the right word: See below. In the long run, it is a way of building trust and trust building. Accordingly, second order pedagogies (i.e. second order thinking within a special field) can be thought of as an example of second order cybernetics, an uncertain, subjectivist, human therefore and robust social scientific perspective.
It implies a working with forces and conditions when we look think and act. Looking to build pictures and gather information. Thinking to analyze and interpret and any description that works, for as long as it works. Acting as what we chose to enact and/or decide to do but again and again and again. Creating designs that are good enough and designing oneself -not perfect but unique -but again; good enough. This is much in accordance with creating everyday experimental, utopian and action oriented workshops or "free rooms" and the so-called adding of "more society" into local reflection processes that Nielsen & Nielsen (2010, p.103-104) vividly describe. No motivation of others only inspiration. They also sum up:
Future-workshops and research-workshops are methodologically structured free rooms for strengthening of a critical utopian orientation and strange dialogues between different forms of science: critical theory as social praxis.
Critical utopian action research aim at social learning, which creates connections in everyday life and can be understood as a strengthening of something common in the field of research.
-
The researcher's role in action research is as committed to theoretical validity as to new forms of everyday "autonomous" practices (Ibid., p. 120). (My quotation marks. Just to remind me… you? ... us?...)
Second order thinking might become a framework for freedom (if that is possible to say) and of participants/teachers/ researchers/me becoming less governed: Living research design inspired always -inspiring always -more: A nomadic stumbling and rhizomatic inquiry into our own practices. And remember: "Do it with joy and you are the "solution" " (Reinertsen, 2012 . This concept of self-reference can again be used for a re-entry in its own domain. Self-reference of selfreference generating self-reference again and again, round and round.
5. Re-Entries of Disciplinary Domains: Re-entries can be applied to all scientific fields like, as we have seen, sociology of sociology, system sciences of the systems sciences, philosophy of philosophy or pedagogy of pedagogy producing new domains of inquiry and closes scientific disciplines or a research field from a logical point of view. They may constitute inter-and trans-disciplinary fields in itself, and offer fresh insights for a domain that could be labeled as a "meta-theory of scientific knowledge" (Ibid: 86).
6. Re-Entries in the Theory domains: This can be expressed in the form of a theory of societal change of theories of societal changes, a theory of learning of theories of learning, a theory of pedagogy of theories of pedagogy and the like. Explorations within this design might offer a research trajectory towards more general and robust theories as we already have discussed above. Yielding more comprehensive and more abstract theoretical insights into domains of investigations. Cluster two: 8. The Involvement of Observers. This has two meanings: First; observer dependency and involvement as contextualization and or as a transfer process. The move towards contextualization can be seen as one which leads from science as an accumulation of facts and theories to a widely distributed dynamic network of personal or subjective knowledge components which change mildly or wildly across spacetime contexts. The second direction for observer/investigator-dependence brings about a transfer of attributes of objects in an environment into the domain of the observer and her or his attributions. Transfer operations for the second form of observer involvement, is on the one hand about removing or de-constructing objects and, on the other hand, enriching, empowering or re-constructing observers. Reflexive grounded theory (Breuer, 2009 in Müller, 2011 is an example aiming to include the properties of the observer into the research process itself.
Related to pedagogy; this could be seen as a deconstructive rereading of the discursive archive of pedagogy to locate its institutional inclusions/exclusions, its ordering/disordering, its valuations/devaluations, and so on; a process of finding heterogeneity in its own corpus so to speak. This must precede a "reconstructive" phase(s) of the existing subdivisions configuring the disciplinarity of epistemological foundations, because a "critical re-elaboration of this hierarchy and of this problematic of hierarchy must not be restricted to new "theorems" in the same language (langage)" (Derrida, 1986 in Trifonas, 2000 9. Self-Mappings or self-imaging: Here the I of an observer is confronted with a two-dimensional array with four quadrants. Self-related maps can be built with a number of different dimensions, which offer quite different perspectives of the observer who produces these images, by her/him-self. The horizontal dimension can be interpreted, for example, as degrees of personal acquaintances, ranging from "never met at all" up to "very frequent and very intensive personal contacts". The vertical dimension could be specified, for example, with respect to the relevance of an author's work in the pursuit of I's own research program. Thus, the vertical dimension has its lower limit at the point "no relevance at all" and its upper limit at "of highest relevance for I's own research work". As a consequence, the four quadrants cover the areas of high relevance/high degree of acquaintance, low relevance/high degree of acquaintance, low relevance/low degree of acquaintance and high relevance/low degree of acquaintance. Such self -related images could provide interesting basis for monitoring one-self in different dimensions across time.
10. Self-Modeling: Self-modeling can take place in a large number of different arenas and the modeling frameworks themselves can change from configurations of trivial self-inclusion to highly complex selfreflexive ones. Basically, three different forms of self-modeling can be distinguished. The first group can be labeled as self-inclusive where the model includes components and features, which are also shared by the observer of the model. In general, the trivial type of self-modeling occurs whenever a shared domain can be specified between the attributes of the observer and the features of the model itself and whenever the influence of the observer on the model dynamics remains negligible. The second model-group creates interactions between the observer and the model and qualifies as selfmodeling in the cognitive domain. A cognitive self-modeling application can be created for example, by focusing on a scientific discipline or sub-discipline and on a small number of theory groups in this particular domain. The observer enters into cognitive relations with the model because the model produces different scenarios on the future of the different paradigm groups which in turn, could lead the observer to change his/her paradigm and so on… The third and most complex form of selfmodeling, deal with basic problems of action, perception and cognition in societal problems and with the intricacies of individual and collective actions and their special forms of aggregations (Müller, 2011: 98 building on the works of George Soros and Heinz von Foerster). Actors described by two functions, namely by a driving function for his/her operations and by a state function for his/her internal cognitive state: Actors as self-related by design, i.e., determined by her/his internal states. The cognitive function captures the relation between the cognitive evaluations and perspectives of a micro-actor and the macro-configuration and its information set. The macro-configuration in turn, is permanently produced and reproduced through the operations of a large number of micro-actors.
11. Self-Inclusion: The eleventh road towards self-reflexive sciences is based on the re-entry of attributes of observers into the domain of observers and the content of their cognitive operations. In particular, the theories, generated by observers, should include those attributes of observers that are necessary in order to generate or to produce these theory outcomes (Ibid: 101).
Cluster three: 12. Self-Describing Description: The twelfth road of self-reflexive approaches is linked with the operations of self-observation, self-awareness and with strong self-referential descriptions. Here, a description D is produced in a sequence of descriptive operations which describe the production process of the description D. Self-describing descriptions start from the description of initial conditions, including a set of goals which are to be reached in the context of the description. From here on the describer provides a description of the operations, which lead her/him from the initial conditions to the goal domain, which has been described at the outset. It might seem that such a research design leads, by necessity, to sketches for direct auto-biographical accounts only, writing about writing within a fixed context. But one can find several interesting research paths, which we are just in the beginning of exploring so far. Imagine someone who writes on the application of different methods in a self-
